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Hospital

Workplace

In 2006, the Department of Health and the Council of Labor Affairs jointly issued the“Regulations
governing physical and health examination of workers at designated medical institutions”to improve
employee health through health examinations and tracking. The Department of Health set up 6
occupational health centers throughout Taiwan in 2011 to establish a health services network (including
factory doctors and nurses) for diagnosis, consultation, health education and training. At least 1
healthy factory was also set up per county/city to promote a healthy workplace culture.
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City

The BHP works with businesses on economic development and promoting the Workplace Health
Promotion program. All businesses, agencies and groups in Taiwan are encouraged to take part by
supporting self-management of workplace health promotion. Boosting the health and productivity of
the workplace not only improves employee health, but also boost business performance as well. Let
us all work together to realize healthy employees, happy families, quality enterprise and an energetic
Taiwan!

Workplace

The BHP commissioned the“Workplace Tobacco Control Assistance Project”in 2003 to set up
3“Centers for Workplace Tobacco Control”throughout Taiwan. Local seminars were organized in
partnership with local health departments and clinics; tobacco control promotional materials and indepth workplace assistance were provided to the working population. In 2006, 3 regional“Centers
for Healthy Workplace Promotion”were set up for promoting tobacco control and health promotion.
The centers provide on-site advice, health education and training for building healthy workplace
environments. The voluntary healthy workplace certiﬁcation scheme was launched in 2007 to help
businesses create smoke-free and healthy working environments. In 2010, a total of 5,523 workplaces
achieved voluntary healthy workplace certiﬁcation (3,000 Tobacco Control marks, 1,153 Health Start
marks and 770 Health Promotion marks) and 263 were recognized as excellent healthy workplaces.

Campus

In the 2010 national survey on health promotion and tobacco control in the workplace, the results
showed that 22.7% of all employees were overweight and 11.8% were obese with approximately
half of all male workers being overweight or obese. Up to 35.6% reported not having exercised in
the past month, 60% did not eat at least 3 portions of vegetables each day and 70% ate less than 2
portions of fruit each day; over 50% of employees reported feeling physically unwell, a third had kept
irregular hours in the past month and 15% of all employees suffered from at least one chronic illness
such as hypertension, diabetes, high blood cholesterol and heart disease. Employees are obviously
neglecting their health even as they work to make ends meet. Research shows that good habits such
as not smoking, sleep early, eating a healthy diet, exercising and maintaining a healthy body weight
will help to reduce fatigue and exhaustion. Staying in shape physically and mentally helps prevent
cardiovascular and other chronic illnesses.

Community

Healthy employees are a business' most precious resource and quality businesses are
employees' most precious resource. Business should provide a quality work environment, beneﬁts
and health promoting services. Business should also take an interest in employees' healthy living and
stress by encouraging regular exercise, healthy diet, health seminars, weight loss, tobacco control,
fitness testing and psychological adjustment. Promoting employees' physical and mental health
contributes to sustainable business growth and development through happy and positive attitudes at
work, lower absenteeism as well as improved quality, productivity and energy.
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Get Fit with
Exercise 333

The lunchtime
health exercise
helped
everyone lose
weight.

Formosa Television
"
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H

ello, my name's Ye and I am the Head Nurse at the Taiwan Adventist Hospital...”The
warmth and enthusiasm in the voice made Liu Jin-chang in Human Resources hesitate. He
decided to not hang up right away and instead listen to what the caller had to say. It turned out
that the Taiwan Adventist Hospital (TAH) wanted to invite employees of Formosa TV (FTV) to a
new workplace health exercise program the hospital was promoting.
Liu listened to the program concept and felt that this was the kind of healthy activity his
colleagues needed.“This was a heaven sent opportunity for ofﬁce workers who want to exercise
but never actually get around to putting“thought”into“action”, especially middle-aged guys
like us starting to grow a beer gut!”joked Liu. Since this was something close to his heart, Liu
immediately used his authority to write up a proposal and lobby for a health exercise class in the
conference room between 1:30PM and 2:00PM in the afternoon. The proposal was immediately
approved by the general manager who believed strongly in workplace safety so Liu knew he had
the company's full backing.
The ﬁtness culture at FTV has a lot to do with the support of General Manager Chen Gang-xin.
Chen had previously directed FTV to join TAH's“Enterprise Cooperation Project for Workplace
Health Promotion 企業職場健康促進合作專案”and encouraged employees to organize leisure
activities in various ways. Even more impressively, he had led by example in quitting his 30year smoking habit. His determination amazed his colleagues and it made many top executives
uncomfortable with smoking around him. Eventually, even they managed to kick the habit. The
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general manager also asked his colleagues to use the power of the mass media to promote health
concepts. The program“Mobilizing for Health,”produced by FTV, for example, successfully
combines practical health information with exciting games. The TV station also broadcasts
public welfare advertisements produced by government agencies every day such as“AIDS
Prevention”and“Drug Safety”from the Department of Health to fulﬁll a corporation's social
responsibility for health promotion.
Liu knew that the general manager
Community health
center holding an
would support the health exercise class but
education seminar
at Formosa
he also knew that an office memo alone
Television.
wasn't going to get the couch potatoes
rolling. Being an impatient person by
nature, Liu decided to take matters in his
own hands and managed to persuade a
dozen or so of colleagues he knew well to
join. The daily health exercise class was
ready to go.
On the first day of the program, Head
Nurse Ye from TAH brought volunteer
mothers to measure everyone's height, weight and blood pressure. The information will be used
for before and after comparisons. Many of Liu's colleagues had come as a favor to Liu. They
were surprised by how serious the program was so they didn't dare to slack off during the health
exercises. Thirty minutes soon went by and a lot of people came up to Liu and said: I thought
the health exercise would be boring, but it's not! I felt a little sore afterwards but I also feel more
energetic than tired, how come?
Word of the exciting program and great teaching soon spread. The number of participants
sky rocketed and due to popular demand, Liu had no choice but to ask the teacher to run a 6:00 ~
6:30PM class as well. Liu decided to follow up on the overwhelming success of the health exercise
program by forming a partnership with the Songshan District Health Center.“5 Vegio & Fruits a
Day”,“Walking for Health”and“Exercise 333”(exercise 3 times a day, at least 30 minutes
each time and have a heart rate of around 130 a minute after exercising) were progressively added
to the line-up. Full attendance at these programs and the top 3 leaders in weight loss would receive
a big prize. The carrot proved effective. Several months later, everyone lost a total of 36cm from
their waistline and 18.5kg of ﬂab. Even those who had high blood pressure, high blood fat, and
used to be out of breath climbing a few stairs seemed ready to shine.
Broadcasting might seem like a fabulous career but a lot of people get burned out by the
stress and workload. FTV employees are fortunate to have a general manager who supports health
activities, a health promotion task force and even multi-purpose classrooms for the use of sports
clubs. Sports clubs can also apply for monthly subsidies as well so FTV employees' health resume
are a cut above others in the industry. Liu often says:“Get Fit with Exercise 333 is not just a
slogan. If you really put your heart into it, even a slogan can become reality!”His comment is a
perfect summary of FTV's successful health program.
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Practicing
emergency
drills ensure
total safety.

Making the Work
Environment Feel
Like“Home”
Chinese Television System

E

very Tuesday, over a dozen employees can be found in the dance classroom of the CTS
Training Center, shaking their hips and throwing their bodies into the exotic rhythms of belly
dancing. The polished timber ﬂoor and professional full-length mirrors allow students to ﬁne-tune
their movements while dancing, and live their dream of“dancing for youth, dancing for health”.
Xu Bo-hui from the Programming department talks excitedly about her Belly Dancing Club:
“The company provides many health activities. They are all in the CTS Media Park, making
it convenient for us to enjoy weight-loss and body-sculpting exercises in comfort. Belly dancing
for example exercises parts of the body you don't usually use. We gradually learned how to control
the muscles throughout our body, improve our vascular function, boost our physical coordination,
enhance our self-confidence and eliminate all the fatigue and stress from our work. It helps us
achieve a balance between work and life. There are just so many beneﬁts!”
From being one of the“Old Three”to becoming a part of the“Taiwan Broadcasting
System”group today, CTS has produced countless popular programs over the past 40 years and is
a key bastion of Taiwan's media community. CTS knows that employee health is its most important
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asset in a new media era ﬁlled with challenges. Employees are therefore encouraged to join healthrelated clubs and the employee welfare committee has a budget for subsidizing club activities
as well. The Belly Dancing Club that Xu is in, for example, receives NT$6000 in subsidies each
quarter, a great boost for employees.
Club subsidies are a trivial matter though. What Xu really likes is how CTS makes the work
environment feel like“Home”. How so?
The regular health checkup every two years is just the start of CTS's concern with employees'
physical and mental health. What is important is the follow-up. Any one with problems from their
health checkup receive individual
notification. Doctors are also invited
to talk to employees about more
common problems such as high body
fat, obesity and high cholesterol.
Individual consultations are also
offered, so it's like holding a clinic at
the ofﬁce.
There are other“extras”as
well. Smoking is banned
Belly dancing
is one of
throughout the CTS building
the favorite
exercises
to create a fresh and healthy
among CTS
employees.
work environment. A tastefully
furnished nursing room set up on
the 1F for female employees with nursing children is the envy of all visitors. Pool and table tennis
tables are available for employees to relax, exercise and make friends. Club subsidies are offered
to encourage employees to take up leisure activities. There are now more than ten clubs including,
Middle-Eastern Belly Dancing, Flower Arrangement, Wilderness, Pool, Table Tennis Softball and
Tai Chi. To ensure the quality of drinking water, water coolers undergo regular maintenance and
the water quality is checked every three months. To maintain the air quality in the ofﬁces, the airconditioning systems receive regular maintenance every year. The air quality is also tested every 6
months to ensure that it meets regulatory requirements on air freshness.
The health of an employee not only means happiness at the individual, familial or societal
level. It is also the most important money-making asset a business owner can have. Providing
employees with a healthy workplace is therefore crucial to the sustainable management and
development of a business. A smoke-free environment, appropriate handicapped access, safe
drinking water, regular cleaning and disinfection of the central air-conditioning's cooling towers
– only a company that really treats its employees like family will pay so much attention to detail.
Only when a workplace becomes a place to work, rest, exercise and socialize without worry does it
become a truly healthy work environment free from stress and fatigue.
CTS has successfully created a comprehensive healthy workplace over the years and achieved
a win-win outcome for both the employer and employee. Under the razzle-dazzle of the media
kingdom, a warm and welcoming space has been created that transforms the ofﬁce into a“home
away from home”.
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Saying“Bye”
to Cigarettes
Beitou Household Registration Ofﬁce, Taipei City

T

ake a long deep draw on the cigarette and ﬁll the nasal cavity with its unique scent. Allow it to
reach the deepest parts of the lungs then slowly exhale. Tsai (pseudonym) knows that it's bad
for his health but now that he has decided to quit, the urge still takes him sometimes.
“After smoking for so many years, it's just not that easy to quit!”
So what made him start smoking in the ﬁrst place? Tsai doesn't remember anymore. Maybe
it was for killing time, maybe it was to relax, or maybe it was to concentrate on thinking about
something... There are as many reasons as there are piles of cigarette butts. A few years ago, the
ofﬁce began actively promoting workplace health activities and encouraged employees to take the
stairs instead of the lift. After a few tries, he discovered that he was out of breath after climbing
just three ﬂights of stairs. Now he knew for sure that cigarettes were doing him no good.
Tsai's workplace is the Beitou Household Registration Ofﬁce. The registration ofﬁce is known
for promoting a healthy workplace through employee development activities, health passports,
health pamphlets, health checkups, health follow-up and even stress clinics. That's why when the
ofﬁce ordered a complete ban on smoking, the last three“unhealthy”smokers – Tsai included –
were almost like living fossils.
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In the beginning, Tsai couldn't understand the purpose of the total smoking ban. He even felt as
if his rights were being“violated”. It was his decision to smoke and if they didn't like the smell,
then why not let him go smoke somewhere downwind out of the way? Why should they ban people
from smoking in the ofﬁce? Eventually though he noticed that cigarette smoke did make the air
quality in the ofﬁce worse. The way that people visiting the ofﬁce on business grimaced when they
smelt smoke also made him reconsider.
When the office started promoting a complete ban
a year ago, a lot of time and effort was spent on telling
Tsai and the others about the benefits of quitting. In
the beginning, they thought it was going to blow over
eventually so didn't pay it much heed. When other
colleagues started saying they should quit and began
offering information about quit smoking clinics and
nicotine chewing gum, they realized that it was“for
real”this time. This was one ban that wasn't going
away.
Of course they resisted. But their colleagues
said:“We want you to quit smoking for your own good.
Well, how about this. If you do manage to quit, we'll
host a banquet for you. How about it?”They were
The“Health
both surprised and moved by the show of solidarity
Passport”helps
employees stay
from their colleagues.
healthy.
All it takes is one decision to start smoking.
Quitting however takes constant resolve. Tsai used
all kinds of methods to quit including food, exercise,
mutual supervision and chewing gum. There were also constant reminders from other colleagues.
Being long-time smokers, it wasn't going to be easy to quit right away. Sometimes when the urge
overtook them they would sneak downstairs for a smoke. If their colleagues caught them at it, all
they said was,“well, keep trying”and left them to it. The trust, encouragement and support left
them deeply moved.
The measure of success to quit smoking might not be in the numbers. Instead, it might be the
change in attitude. While Tsai and the other two smokers haven't managed to completely kick
the habit, they do smoke a lot less now. Even their families are surprised. Recently, the three of
them signed the“Quit Smoking Mutual Support Card”with all of their colleagues as witnesses.
By signing the card, they officially declared war on their smoking habit. With the support and
encouragement of their colleagues, the three of them should be able to say“Bye”to cigarettes at
last in the near future.
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Shulin Health
Center visits
the company
to inspect the
workers' oral
cavities.

Even Better Than
Smoking
Sino Environmental Services Corp. (Shulin Plant)

P

romoting a smoke-free workplace in a company where 44% of the workers were smokers
and all had smoked between 8 to 34 years may seem like an exercise in futility. In just one
year however, Sino Environmental Services Corp.'s (SESC) Shulin plant reduced the number of
smokers by 15%. Workers also smoked 32% less. For Cheng, the oldest smoker in the company
with over 30 years under his belt, said:“We have the company's concern for employees to thank!”
Cheng recalls his many past brushes with quitting. He of course knew that smoking was bad
for health and had tried to quit several times. Still, smoking was“easy come and won't let go”.
All it takes is one simple action to start blowing smoke again.“Going cold turkey”however was
a constant struggle.
The jibes from friends were particularly discouraging. Cheng said that whenever he decided
to quit smoking, his friends would say: So, how many times does that make? Oh, why bother
quitting at your age? Are you that afraid of dying? Don't bother! With that said, they'd pull a pack
from their pocket and offer him a cigarette. Quitting is a very uncomfortable and stressful period.
External doubt plus internal weariness means that a moment's weakness results in the oath“I will
never smoke again”go up in a puff of smoke. So, he had tried again and again to quit. And failed
again and again.
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Last year, something different happened.
The SESC Shulin Plant decided to make 2010 the“Quit Smoking Action Year”to completely
eliminate second-hand smoke from the plant premises and promote workplace health. The smokefree workplace policy would be enforced and employees would be encouraged to not smoke. The
safety & health section conducted a survey of the smoking population at the start of the year. A
total of 54 smokers were found. This was a
relatively high proportion as it represented
44% of all employees. The safety & health
section invited experts from the Shulin
Health Clinic to the plant to introduce quit
smoking activities, classes and clinics. They
also taught workers about the dangers of
smoking, as well as how to ﬁnd support and
assistance. The plant's management also
offered a variety of incentives for people
to attend the quit smoking class and clinic.
Clinic visits were scheduled for employees
Everyone was
moved by their
and everyone reminded to attend the
colleagues'
experience with
clinics regularly. Every smoker in the plant received a BMI tape measure
smoking quitting.
and pedometer as well.
Cheng was a little suspicious at first. He couldn't understand why the plant
wanted everyone to quit smoking. After all, whether they quit or not had no effect on their ability
to do their jobs. What if the quit smoking class didn't work? Still, everything worked out over time.
Through constant promotion, persuasion and encouragement, Cheng ﬁnally came to appreciate the
plant's concern for smokers' welfare.“People who didn't smoke even joked about wanting to take
up smoking because we received better beneﬁts like the tape measure and pedometer”
Cheng said that in the past, every failed attempt at quitting ﬁlled him with guilt. A cigarette
would dangle from his mouth even as his heart said to stop smoking.“I really don't want to go
through that kind of internal struggle again!”This time, the company's quit smoking campaign
has given him the conﬁdence to say no to the temptations of smoking. Now that a plant-wide ban
is in place, people could no longer“sneak a puff”either. Employees now keep reminding each
other:“Have you quit yet? You did? Keep it up then…”
So far three employees at the SESC Shulin plant, including Cheng, have managed to quit
smoking. Other smokers fighting their habits have reduced the amount they smoke by 32% as
well. Cheng said that the beneﬁts of quitting is something that only ex-smokers can appreciate.
He knows that his body is healthier now and he feels more energetic as well. Even his family
acknowledges his courage and effort now though they didn't hold out much hope at ﬁrst. Cheng
said:“I am really glad that I made it. I thank the company for all the help!”
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Students in
the quitting
class having
the CO content
of their breath
measured.

Happiness Starts
with Quitting
Taiwan Mobile Co., Ltd.

W

hat is the meaning of happiness? Wang Yun-cheng's answer:“Happiness is quitting
smoking. After I quit smoking, my body not only feels happy, my whole family feels
happier as well. Even my child says“You are great, Dad!”
”.
Wang Yun-cheng is a network administrator and he quit smoking 4 years ago. From smoking
a pack a day to being completely smoke-free and a strong anti-smoking supporter in the office
today, Wang relied on his own determination, his family's encouragement and most importantly,
the mutual support of his colleagues. Wang said:“If the company hadn't launched a smoke-free
workplace and set up quitting classes, I wouldn't have made it!”
Wang had been smoking since he finished military service. He also grew increasingly
dependent on smoking as he grew older – he smoked when he felt down and he smoked to
celebrate.“Eventually, my kids started avoiding me because I stank of cigarettes. I knew that
smoking is bad for you and I promised my kids I'd quit smoking. But I always made excuses for
myself such as waiting until I had a son, waiting for the next promotion, waiting until I had the
time, or waiting for tomorrow… Basically, I tried to delay the inevitable and just didn't want to
make the commitment.”
Being a manager himself, at one point Wang decided to set an example and promised his son
to quit smoking. The ﬂesh proved weak, however, and he kept breaking his promise. Eventually
his son even scolded him for being the world's biggest liar. When the company started the quitting
classes, Wang decided that he had no more excuses. This time, he enrolled with the determination
to say“bye”to smoking forever. Wang successfully kicked his smoking habit after the 8-week
course. He also inspired colleagues in other departments to quit smoking as well. Four years later,
he didn't get fat like some people suggested and he is also on great terms with his son. Wang also
calls upon managers and employees to stop offering each other cigarettes.
On August 2, 2010, the Department of Health published a list of 50 large companies that
agreed to become smoke-free workplaces and work together to reduce smoking in the workplace.
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As Taiwan Mobile's representative, Chen
Chun-hui said that the company decided
to actively encourage employees to quit
smoking after one was involved in a
serious car crash because of smoking.
Chen said:“A serious car accident
happened in Taichung in 2006. A driver
accidentally dropped his cigarette and
Explanation of
then stepped on the accelerator instead
how smoking
harms the body
of the brakes when he bent down to
during the
quitting class.
pick it up. Four motorcyclists were involved in the crash and the only survivor
was our employee. That was when we started thinking seriously about getting our
colleagues to quit smoking and promoting a smoke-free workplace.”While helping the
injured employee with hospital treatment and police testimony, management realized that smoking
wasn't just bad for health, it could also lead to serious accidents. TWM decided to start promoting
tobacco control and committed itself to drive smoking out of the workplace. That year, TWM was
recognized with a national award for tobacco control.
To support the government's new tobacco control legislation, TWM announced that 2007
would be the transition period. From January 1, 2008, onwards, smoking rooms were removed
from all ﬂoors. Smoking was also banned in the stairwells, toilets, basements and balconies. No
smoking signs were posted in the 1F lobby, new employees were given anti-smoking education,
and all ofﬁces in northern, central and southern Taiwan cooperated with local health authorities
on the tobacco control campaign. At the company's annual family day outing, carbon monoxide
testing and quitting assistance were provided. TWM also helped the Bureau of Health Promotion
produce the“Employee Health and Business Vitality”CD-ROM to offer useful advice to people
thinking about quitting. Additionally, TWM also drew up weekly quitting record sheets, designed a
personalized quitting handbook, sent out e-mails at different times, call employees to offer support
and encouragement, along with small gifts like quitting sticky-notes, bookmarks and booklets. All
of these thoughtful touches showed employees that the company cared.
During the process of quitting, some people are bound to suffer a crisis of confidence or
physical discomfort. Some worry about becoming overweight and losing their friends. In these
cases, personalized support is given to identify the problem and constantly ﬁne-tune the quitting
strategy. One employee said that being stuck in the trafﬁc after work made his heart race and also
made him desperate for a smoke. The company's health advisor suggested that he cut back on
coffee and tea to avoid a racing heart, eat chewing gum or mints instead of nicotine gum, and leave
work a little later to avoid the peak hour rush. The time could be used for a work out at the ofﬁce
instead. These suggestions helped him reduce his habit from a pack a day to just one cigarette a
day. Even the employee was amazed by his own progress.
TWM has been encouraged by seeing employees smoking less or reporting that they now
feel more energetic. The quit smoking movement is just a small part of TWM's workplace health
promotion efforts. More remains to be done in the future but the unswerving commitment to health
remains the same. Having seen the change in many employees over time has made them even
more convinced that happiness comes from a healthy body. In the future, TWM will continue to
encourage employees to kick the habit and embrace a healthier, happier life!
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The foreign
managers at
the company
strongly support
the plant-wide
smoking ban.

Principles for a
Sustainable Enterprise
Dupont Taiwan (Guanyin Plant)

H

aving being in charge of health promotion at DuPont Taiwan's Guayin plant for many years,
Hong Su-zhen said with a heavy heart:
“Quitting smoking is the most difficult and challenging health promotion project. Since it
involves the law, policy, education, behavior and human nature, it simply won't work without longterm planning and company support!”
It's been almost 10 years since Hong started promoting the quit smoking campaign at DuPont
Taiwan's Guanyin plant. Since the company management made quitting smoking a company
policy in 2002, the smoking rate at the plant has dropped from 42% to 25%. There is no doubt that
Hong's efforts played a role, but she humbly refuses to take any credit. It was, however, her good
communication skills, design and execution of various activities as well as pure determination that
produced the steady improvement and great results.
The Guanyin plant began holding its own quit smoking class even before the government
set up the“Workplace Tobacco Control Workshop”. During the“Preparation Phase”, plant
employees were informed about the dangers of smoking in order to win their support and
acceptance. This was followed by the“Assistance Phase”with quit smoking posters and classes.
Next came the“Follow-up Phase”with regular visits and monitoring of the students who
took part in the quit smoking classes. Finally, the“Execution Phase”imposed a smoking ban
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throughout the plant on January 1, 2004. New regulations based on the smoke-free policy were
published and the smoking areas in the plant became rest areas. In a little under two years the
healthy and humane approach helped many employees quit smoking successfully.
Full support, team work and well thought-out class content were the main factors in the
project's success. Since a smoke-free policy was implemented throughout the plant, all department
heads worked to effectively communicate and promote the policy to the employees. They also
reported employee feedback to the medical department. The plant's safety promotion committee
gave its backing to the promotion and
implementation of the smoke-free policy
as well. As for the quit smoking classes,
in addition to retaining doctors from
quit smoking clinics to teach about the
dangers of smoking, other classes were
also offered for nutrition, fitness, stress
adjustment, weight control and breath CO
Quit smoking
measurements. The simple and practical
class students
use exercise to
classes meant more and more people were
ﬁght nicotine
cravings.
willing to participate.
Some backlash was bound to happen. After the plant-wide smoking ban took
place, some employees complained that having their right to smoke stripped away made them felt
like second-class citizens. Some employees also seemed to enroll in the quit smoking classes only
for the souvenirs – once the class ﬁnished, they started smoking again. There were also those who
kept trying and failing... How did she deal with these situations?
“You just have to be patient,”said Hong with a slight smile.“If someone is unhappy or wants
to give up, keep talking to them and eventually they will come around.”Hong is also great at
reading people. If she notices that a colleague in the quit smoking program is feeling out of sorts,
she will always ask them how they are doing or suggest that they ask for assistance through the
company's Employee Assistance Program (EAP) (e.g., external psychiatrist). This gives them a
helping hand just when they need it most.
From semi-tolerance to smoking ban, from persuasion to policy intervention, the quit smoking
program at DuPont Taiwan's Guanyin plant has remained true to its core purpose. The only change
is that employees have become healthier each year and the proportion of smokers has continued
to decline steadily. Hong said:“It is my responsibility to look after the health of my colleagues.
That's why I constantly remind myself to treat my colleagues like family by keeping them up to
date on health information and concepts. By ensuring that everyone can work and live in a healthy
and happy manner, the ideals of sustainable health can be realized.”
“Health”is not only a basic value but also a fundamental principle in sustainable enterprise.
The success of the smoke-free workplace initiative at DuPont Taiwan's Guanyin plant shows
how employee health is not only an individual achievement but can also be a core value for the
company's sustainable development.
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Doing Mission
Impossible
T-Join Transportation Co., Ltd.

S

ince Peng Yong-zhi joined the Safety & Health Ofﬁce at T-JOIN, his greatest ambition has
been the promotion of quitting smoking.
Smoking can lead to lung cancer and cardiovascular disease. As a member of the Safety &
Health Ofﬁce, Peng wanted his colleagues to be healthy. As his little sister was a victim of cancer,
he knew just how important health can be. That's why Peng made his top priority a“smoke-free
workplace”after joining T-JOIN.
People usually associate smoking and chewing betel nuts with the freight industry and they
wouldn't be far wrong. In the beginning, most of the other employees steadfastly refused to
consider quitting. Only a few people bothered to attend the smoking education and quit smoking
classes. Some even said to Peng's face:“Why don't you mind your own business? I've been
smoking for a long time and I am perfectly ﬁne. Why should I suddenly catch lung cancer?”
The apathy, uncooperative attitude and cynicism of his colleagues began to wear Peng's
enthusiasm down. Fortunately, the government passed a law banning smoking in public indoor
spaces with three people or more. The company took advantage of this opportunity to define
smoking regulations, offer quitting incentives, promote the dangers of smoking and distributed
booklets about quitting smoking. With the law on his side, it made promoting quitting smoking and
imposing a smoking ban at the company a lot easier.
Nevertheless, it was the full support of General Manager Wang Ru-da that really transformed
the company into a smoke-free workplace.
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One day, the general manager was taking a stroll in the park when he met a retired colleague.
Their chat naturally turned to how their former colleagues were doing now. The old colleague
suddenly sighed and said:“Do you still remember so-and-so? We retired about the same time but
he passed away due to cancer a while ago. Apparently he just smoked too much. Health is really
important…
The point was not lost on the general manager. Next day, he sent for Peng Yong-zhi and the
staff at the Safety & Health Ofﬁce. Wang said:“To work hard all your life and then pass away due
to illness just when you are about to enjoy your retirement is a huge tragedy. As they say, even if
you have a lot of“zeroes”in your life, if you don't have a healthy“one”in front then it's still all
zero!”Having said that, Wang immediately promised his full support to a company smoking ban.
He also offered the Safety & Health Ofﬁce the following words of encouragement:“This is going
to be like mission impossible. But let's work together and do our best!”
"From then on, the General Manager took every opportunity to mention the incident to
other employees, especially those that smoke. He also gave his full support for our quit smoking
campaign. He was the true driving force behind
T-JOIN's smoke-free workplace!”
T-JOIN's smoking ban is very strict and is
also thoroughly enforced. There is only one
outdoor smoking area on the company premises
and it's 5 meters away from the nearest indoor
space. Smoking was prohibited during work
(including while driving). Violations were
punished by withholding $1000 ~ $1800 in
bonuses and a demerit. Where there is a
stick, there must also be a carrot. Employees
No-smoking
signs at the
enrolling in the quit smoking program must invite a non-smoker
door provide
a constant
as their witness to register as a team. The CO value before quitting is also
reminder to
employees.
recorded. Those that don't smoke at all for 3 months, have the daily records
from the witness to prove it and if they pass the CO test they receive merit. The
witness also receives a gift as well.
One assistant manager who prefers to remain anonymous said that he wasn't really sure that he
wanted to quit. But his wife said:“Take this opportunity to quit,”so he made the leap.“It was
really uncomfortable in the beginning. But my little girl said to me that“Daddy, you don't smell so
bad anymore. What she said helped me ﬁght the temptation!”Several colleagues also enrolled in
the program and everyone reminded each other to not smoke. Strangely enough, just a month later
he could no longer stand the smell of cigarette smoke. The assistant manager has now successfully
quit smoking.
Management support and supervision saw the smoking rate at T-JOIN drop from 27.65% in
2007 to 20.63% in 2010. 80% of the smokers also smoke 30% less now. Peng believes that the
results will be even better this year.
"Keep it up, everyone!”are the words of encouragement he wants to tell all his colleagues
right now.
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by the weightreduction
class.

Creating a “Slim
Workplace”
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.

F

irst-time visitors to Chunghwa Picture Tubes (CPT) will be amazed by the elegant
surroundings they ﬁnd themselves in.
Outside the full-length glass windows is a rich expanse of green. In the rooftop garden with
wooden trestle several employees are catching a little sun during the lunch break. In the employee
cafeteria rows of delicate white Corning plates hold dishes recommended by dieticians. A special
fruit department in the restaurant also supplies fruit juice as well as delicious-looking plates of
hand-picked cut fruit including wax apples, pears, guava and dates.
Apart from the pleasant hardware facilities, the employees are also in good shape as well.
The fat and beer gut so common in the Hi-tech industry is in little evidence here. How is this
possible?“That's because our company is a Slim Workplace!”said Product & Planning Engineer
Hong Shu-ping with a smile.
People today eat very well but exercise very little so many young people already suffer
from obesity, high blood sugar, high blood fat and high blood pressure. These problems
are almost standard for people in the very competitive Hi-tech industry with its extreme
hours.“Standard”doesn't mean“normal”, however, especially when a fatty liver is all too
common. Eventually, CPT noticed that employees that lost weight and reduced their waistlines no
longer suffered from the fatty liver problem. The decision was therefore made to put workplace
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health promotion into practice by offering healthy meals through the cafeteria as well as health
workshops and aerobics exercises. The weight-reduction class that Hong enrolled in was one of the
most successful activities.
Hong can be considered a“walking advertisement”for CPT's weight-loss class. After
following the healthy diet and exercises that CPT was promoting, Hong's weight dropped from
nearly 70kg to its current 54kg.“The most obvious change is in the clothing. I can wear a lot of
stuff that I couldn't wear before. Being able to walk into a department store and pick the styles you
like to try on is a real conﬁdence booster. This is also motivates me to
stick to a healthy diet!”
Hong said that she only learned about healthy diets, the effects
of food on the human body, what to eat, when to eat and how much
to eat through the health workshops and weight-loss class.“Most
importantly, you should record what you eat every day. That
way you know how much you ate and how many calories you
absorbed.”The calorie count is shown on all of the healthy meals
served by the cafeteria, so this put her in the habit
of paying attention to the calories of her purchases
as well. The dietician's constant reminders during
weight-loss class means that she now only buys
sugar-free drinks. No wonder her“barrel waist”is
well on the way to becoming the“slender
waist”of her teenage years again in just a few
Hong Shushort months.
ping before and
after weighAnother weight-loss success story is
reduction. See the
difference?
Green Product Engineer Jiang Shun-zhan.
Jiang said that two years he had fatty liver.
He wasn't really overweight but he
had a 90cm waist. Three months after enrolling in
the weight-loss class he had lost 10 kg of flab and his waist was 10cm smaller. The secret was
in“Identifying Calorie Traps”. Jiang said:“I listened to the dietician's advice and stopped
drinking ﬂavored beverages instead of water. The calorie-count of ﬂavored beverages was just too
high!”Jiang didn't use to weigh himself regularly but he now weighs himself every week. If he
joined family and friends for a big meal on the weekend, he ate less the next weekend and rides an
extra 20km on his bike. Everyone now says that he looks“real slim”!
Over the past five years, nearly 300 overweight employees like Hong Shu-ping and Jiang
Shun-zhan enrolled in the 3-month weight-class and lost 1100kg in total. One person even
managed to lose 20kg. No wonder CPT was recognized by the county government with
the“Exceptional Performance in Workplace Health Promotion Award”and“Employee Health
Promotion by Large Enterprise Award”. We are sure that the results of the“Slim Workplace”will
see the Hi-tech industry's cast aside its labelling for being“fat”and“boring”to become“fit
and stylish”.
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A Better Tomorrow
Chi Mei Electronics Co., Ltd.(Jhunan Plant in Miaoli)

O

pen the 2011 Health Promotion Activity List for Chi Mei Electronics' Jhunan Plant in Miaoli
and the following will greet your eyes:“Traditional Medicine Month”,“Women in the
Workplace Month”,“LOHAS & Relaxation Month”,“Liver Protection Month”,“Healthy
Diet Month”.... The impressive line-up of creative and practical activities says volumes about Chi
Mei's commitment. Why does the company take employee health so seriously?
The results of employee health examinations had shown management that too many colleagues
suffered from excess weight and high uric acid. Upon closer examination, it turned out to be due
to unhealthy eating habits. During busy times, people often ate an unbalanced diet and drank
beverages all day long. This all adds up to health problems over time.
What you eat in fact has the most direct effect on your health. Since processed foods are ﬁlled
with artificial colorings, preservatives and sweeteners, if they make up 70 ~ 80% of what you
eat every day then the body will suffer. Since health and diet are bound up so closely together,
improving employee health must naturally start with their diet.
Chi Mei by organizing healthy diet seminars and putting up posters on healthy diets to teach
employees how eat healthy and safe foods. For example, eat as much fresh and organic food as
possible; aim for as much variety as possible; buy seasonal fruits and vegetables to reduce the
risk of pesticides, chemical fertilizers and other chemical additives; pay attention to the date of
manufacture, expiry date and the additives listed on the label; try to buy food with as few additives
as possible because they are not only healthier but also reduce pollution and the impact on the
environment.
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The next step was supplying organic vegetables in the cafeteria. The organic vegetables are
delivered directly from the farm so employees can enjoy the healthiest and most environmentally
friendly vegetables. The MOA-certified Jian Fu Organic Farm for example is located in the
mountains outside Gongguan Village. The farm uses clean mountain spring water and is renowned
for the quality of its agricultural vegetables. In keeping with the philosophy of giving back to the
community, Chimei not only purchases organic vegetables from Jian Fu but also volunteers to
help set up net houses and other structures. Both Chimei and Jian Fu hope that
the cooperation will benefit all those
Strong interest in the
involved.
nutrition seminars
The factory also launched
organized by the
Health Management
the“Health, Environment, Vegetable
Section.
and Carbon Reduction 333”activity.
And from November 2010 onwards,
all the workers could enjoy healthy
vegetable meals together. These
were“vegetable meals”rather
than“vegetarian meals”with an
emphasis on simplicity, low-carbon
and healthiness. An environmental
LOHAS campaign was also held
at the same time with points awarded for eating vegetable meals. Chi Mei has now
made every Wednesday a“meat-free”day to protect the planet and improve health.
Results from the 2010 physical checkups indicate that 33% of all workers were overweight.
Chi Mei's Health Management Section is therefore actively promoting nutrition education
seminars, nutrition clinics, body fat checkups and online education to teach employees the right
ways to control weight as well as promote regular exercise and healthy eating habits. So far, the
workers at Chimei's Jhunan plant have seen a drop in their uric acid level. More than a hundred
employees took part in the weight-loss program and everyone has lost on average 1.3kg. One
female employee was very happy with all the weight she lost after she started eating organic
vegetables and changing her eating habits. She went to the Health Management Section and
said:“Thank you so much, I am a completely different person now!”
Yes, she has changed. She seems to have blossomed like the early morning ﬂower and now
stands tall with her head high. Everyone can see the difference!
No doubt tomorrow will be an even better place for Chimei workers.
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$10 Healthy Meals
Formosa Chemicals & Fiber Corporation (Changhua Plant)

A

menu with over 500 items and a minimum quantity set for each that is fully computerized,
from demand estimation, menu arrangement, ingredient calculation, ingredient purchasing
to the tracking of actual consumption. And that's not all. The highly standardized menu offers
breakfasts for $10 per serving and dinners for just $20. Where on Earth can you ﬁnd such a great
deal?
The answer is the employee cafeteria at the Formosa Chemicals & Fiber Corporation (FCFC)
Changhua Plant.
Established in 1965, the FCFC Changhua Plant has always striven to create a healthy
workplace environment. Health examination results from the past two years showed that metabolic
syndrome (involving the waistline, blood sugar, blood pressure, triglycerides, total cholesterol)
had become quite prevalent among employees. In response, the general administration, the
environmental safety & health (ESH) ofﬁce and the welfare committee designed a comprehensive
questionnaire to learn about employee health. An analysis of the plant characteristics showed that
the main causes of metabolic syndrome were probably due to the ageing employee age structure
(average age of men: 48; average age of women: 45), as well as the salty and greasy dishes served
by the cafeteria.
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People engaged in manual labor expect filling meals. They also prefer strong flavors so the
plant's cafeteria had always served dishes stewed in soy sauce and salt. People did indeed prefer
salty foods and it made them eat more rice. On the other hand, it also put the body under more
stress and made“triple threat”a real problem.
FCFC decided to invite the Changhua Health Bureau to visit the plant and help improve
employee health. The Health Bureau
suggested adopting the“New Healthy
Cooking”concept based on steaming
and boiling, as well as using less salt
and oil. Nutritionists from the Chang
Gung Hospital were also hired to design
an all new nutritionally balanced meal
that included fiber-rich five-grain rice at
different intervals. The result should be a
Employees smile for
a group photo while
healthier diet for everyone.
presenting the new
menu from“New
At first, employees weren't happy.
Healthy Cooking".
To them, healthy foods and nutritious
meals had always meant bland stuff that was hard to swallow. Having always eaten
salty and heavily seasoned foods, the sudden switch to lighter dishes also led to complaints.
Still, a“habit”could be overcome. Workers gradually realized that they didn't need so much
grease in their food. Lighter meals didn't seem so bland either. Finally, some workers found that
their waistlines were shrinking, their ﬁtness had improved and they felt better as well. Now they
realized just how much effect their diet had on their body!
Everyone could see the change in the menu and cooking methods. What they didn't see was
how much thought and attention the company put into designing the entire menu system.
To solve the problem of salty and greasy cafeteria meals, the general administration section in
Taipei set the basic amount of oil and salt for each dish. An MRP system from the food industry
was then used to quickly and accurately calculate how much oil and salt was used by each plant.
A comparison of all plant cafeterias was then made and the cafeterias with excessively high usage
were asked to make improvements. Phased reduction targets were also set for oil and salt usage
by each plant's cooking staff. Thanks to the sophisticated control scheme, salt and oil usage has
decreased steadily in every plant. At the Changhua plant for example, salad oil usage by the plant
cafeteria has dropped from the 31g per meal in 2009 to 25g. Soy sauce usage had also decreased
from 127mg per meal to 110mg. As for cooking salt, usage decreased from 38mg per meal
to 19mg. The phased reduction has produced a clear reduction. Employees naturally became
healthier and more productive as well. Both the company and the employees are very happy with
the outcome.
Employees know that the company cares about them. Like A-wan said, it's good to know that
the company is looking after them. Apart from thank you, what more can he say….
The $10 healthy meals represent the company's care and concern. They also help motivate
hard-working employees.
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A Healthy and
Caring Vegetarian
Menu
Pou Chen Corporation, Changhua County

L

unchtime has always posed a headache for Mr. Huang. Being a vegetarian, he didn't know
where to start when faced with a table laden with meat dishes.
Why would a relatively young man like him decide to become a vegetarian? His decision
goes back more than twenty years ago when Huang was still in junior high school. His mother
had been on her way to school with a freshly cooked lunch for her son when she was involved
in a car accident. By the time Huang rushed to the hospital, his mother had come out of the
operating room. The doctor did hint that even though they saved his mother's life, whether she
will make a complete recovery remained to be seen…. When Huang heard this he broke down in
tears. Afterwards, his elders suggested that if he could recite prayers for his mother everyday then
Buddha might help her through this ordeal. From then on, he kept reciting his prayers and swore
a vow to become a lifelong vegetarian if his mother can make a full recovery soon. The heavens
must have heard Huang's devout prayers because his mother's condition gradually improved.
Huang has been a vegetarian ever since.
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Being a vegetarian in a meat-eating world is a decision that must be backed by strong resolve.
At lunch, while other colleagues met up in the cafeteria, Huang had no choice but to eat his own
vegetarian lunchbox by himself. It's not pleasant to feel left out.
Pou Chen had already noticed the problem with the employee cafeteria. Employees' health
examinations had reported an excessive number of cholesterol, blood pressure and weight
problems, so the company began suspecting that the cafeteria menu was to blame. Many
employees had complained about the dishes
being too salty or greasy as well, while
vegetarians like Huang had no choice but to
bring their own lunch every day. Eventually
the company spoke to the kitchen. Changes
made included delicious and nutritionally
balanced vegetarian tables as well as regular
healthy diet classes for the cooks to change
their cooking concepts and habits.
The company had good intentions in
The poster at
offering nutritious vegetarian meals with
the cafeteria
entrance reminds
lighter dishes. Actual execution proved
employees to eat
more fruits and
more difficult for the catering staff. They
vegetables.
said that they've been cooking one way for decades and
couldn't just suddenly cook a different way. Vegetarian tables could be done but the limited number
of vegetarian dishes means employees soon got sick and tired of them. What were they supposed
to do?
Where there's the will, there's a way. First, the company invited nutritionists from the
Changhua Christian Hospital to run“New Healthy Cooking”seminars on healthy eating and
catering management for the catering staff. The seminars started by introducing ingredients and
seasonings then the caterers explained how they would cook that day's lunch. The instructor then
suggested improvements to their cooking methods. The company also required the suppliers to
deliver fresh ingredients every day because nutrients are lost through chilling and freezing. Natural
ingredients should be used as much as possible and only supplemented by processed foods.
After two years of hard work, the complaints about the cafeteria menu stopped. Many people
have actually gone vegetarian after trying the vegetarian table and enjoying how refreshing the
vegetarian dishes are.
Huang can now enjoy his lunch hour. As the company's vegetarian tables are actually tasty and
nutritionally balanced fruit & vegetable dishes instead of run-of-the-mill vegetarian cuisine, he can
also conﬁdently promote the beneﬁts of vegetarianism to his colleagues as well, Huang said with
some emotion:
“I really appreciate the company making the effort to organize vegetarian tables for us because
it allows me to remain true to my oath. I thank the company from the bottom of my heart for
providing me with such a great work environment. I will work even harder to repay the company
for its support!”
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Until We Meet Again
Reﬁning & Manufacturing Research Institute, Cpc Corporation

“

T

eacher, I heard that you can lose weight by only eating meat. Is that true?”
“Teacher, a lot of people are saying that we should become vegetarians. Won't that lead to
malnutrition?”
“Teacher, I don't like vegetables. Can I drink vegetable juice instead?”
The small conference room was ﬁlled with people. Everyone was here for the healthy eating
class hosted by the CPC Refining & Manufacturing Research Institute (RMRI). During the
presentation by Chen Mai-man from Asia University, everyone listened intently for fear of missing
something important.
To look after the health of its hard-working employees, the CPC RMRI in Chiayi partnered
with Chen Mai-man to organize a series of health activities for employees over the age of 50.
These started with building a basic health proﬁle of each employee then continued on to topical
lectures, group discussions and ﬁtness tests. Posters put up on ofﬁce notice boards and elevators
attracted many employees.
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The comprehensive program started by looking at common misconceptions:“The Calorie
Myth”,“Challenge Your Habits and Cardiovascular Function”,“Life from a Digestive System
Perspective”,“Food, Supplements or Exercise?”. Group discussions were then held after each
lecture. One employee said that he practiced“eat like a king in the morning, eat like a peasant
at noon and eat like a beggar in the evening”and immediately earned Chen's praise. Another
employee said that he ate five different kinds of fruits and vegetables a day and lost kilograms
in under 2 months, much to the amazement of other colleagues. A third employee said that he
followed Chen's advice to
eat less greasy and salty
The students are all
listening intently to
foods. His beer gut has
the teacher explain
the nutritional
n o w b e c o m e s m a l l e r,
content of the food.
much to the envy of the
other“flabby”men and
women in the class.
Some employees
didn't show any obvious
changes in weight but
their pre-meal blood
sugar level and other
indicators all improved
to some extent. Most
i m p o r t a n t l y, p e o p l e
were now more health
conscious and had
cultivated good eating
habits. As Prof. Wang at the RMRI said, the real reward from
taking part in the program was using the group sessions to see if your diet needed improvements.
The sessions also allowed you to learn from other people's experience. Wang said:
“I am sure that the lessons will beneﬁt everyone throughout their lives. During the last group
session, many members suggested that the program should be continued. They also looked forward
to meeting up again…”
In the group photo of the healthy diet class, all of the students looked fresh, energetic and
happy. Their wide smiles seemed ﬁlled with future anticipation. After all, the weight they lost as
well as the better results from health examinations all gave them plenty of reason to be proud and
excited. Having a common goal brought employees from different units closer together as well.
They have made a promise to each other to work even harder to stay healthy and to never give up!
For CPC workers, this is their Declaration of Health.
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Free health
examinations
help employees
manage their
health.

Health Above All
Local Tax Bureau, Tainan City

“
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i everyone, my name's Cai Ai-ci but everyone calls me“Vegetable Girl”!”Whenever
Cai Ai-ci from the Local Tax Bureau of Tainan City (TNTB) is about to teach people about
tax-saving tips, she always captures people's attention by opening with this humorous selfintroduction. No wonder she is considered the“Big Sister”of tax education throughout Taiwan.
Cai might be nicknamed“Vegetable Girl”but she wasn't born a vegetable lover. In fact, she
used to love salt 'n pepper crispy chicken. She also preferred her food really sour, salty, sweet and
spicy as well. Cai admitted that all this only began to change when she was assigned the task of the
TNTB's health self-certiﬁcation.
The stress and workload of tax agencies means most employees don't bother about their health
and eat oily, salty and sugary takeaways most of the time. Coupled with a lack of exercise, red
ﬂags on health began popping up across the board. The Director of the TNTB eventually decided
to launch a health promotion initiative to remind employees about healthy diet, exercise and
regular health checkups in an effort to create a healthy workplace. These developments eventually
led to Cai learning about proper diets through her work.
Cai's weight and waistline had always been within the normal range so she always thought
that she was in good health. When she saw her ﬁrst health report a few years ago though, she was
shocked:“I had the grand slam of high blood pressure, high blood fat and high blood sugar. That
was when I realized that healthiness wasn't something you are born with but something you must
work to maintain!”
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Cai had always treated tax education as a“doing the right thing”and she brought this
commitment into promoting the health of her colleagues as well.
● Set up partnerships with the Kuo General Hospital, DOH Tainan Hospital's Chikancheng
Community Medical Group, Central & Western District Health Clinic and Northern Health
Clinic to provide medical advice to colleagues;
● Actively promoted the importance of healthy diets including providing colleagues with lowcalorie recipes and the list of healthy vegetable lunchbox vendors published by the Tainan City
Health Bureau;
● Installation of steamers in the Tax Bureau office to encourage employees to make their own
healthy and nutritious lunchboxes as well as reduce the number of takeaways. Colleagues were
also provided with lists of fatty foods and food cholesterol content. Nutritionists were hired to
teach colleagues about a proper diet.
Being enthusiastic and chivalrous by nature, Cai's
dedication to workplace health promotion didn't come as a
surprise to her colleagues. Nevertheless, Cai does have her
own personal reason for being so committed to workplace
health promotion…
When her father passed away due to illness thirty years
ago, it came as a great blow to her to lose someone that
loved her so much and her family also fell apart. When her
young and beautiful colleague Jinyu passed away a year
ago, it filled her with pain and sadness.“It was a really
emotional moment for me when I received the paperwork
for health self-certification from the Health Bureau.
That's why I wanted to slowly but surely promote health
awareness in the bureau. Life should be about
exercise, health and fun instead of just work and
Apart from paying
attention to their
stress.”
diets, employees
also practice yoga
Cai's efforts did not go to waste. Her
together to stay
healthy.
colleague's eating habits have become
increasingly healthy after various initiatives and
awareness campaigns. Ten employees for example lost a total of 17.5 kg between them. With
the assistance of the Tainan Public Health Bureau, they also received the“Health & Vitality
Award for being an outstanding workplace in 2010. Cai used to stay well away from the kitchen.
After being taught how to use steaming and boiling instead of frying by Chief Huang Bao-qin from
the Northern Clinic, Cai now cooks frequently and eats ﬁve fruits and vegetables a day. She even
only allows herself to indulge in her favorite salt 'n pepper crispy chicken once a month. When
Cai's colleagues saw her becoming younger and prettier, they all joined her in getting regular
health checkups and eating a healthier diet. Their bodies have therefore become healthier just like
hers.
Cai naturally feels gratiﬁed by the change in her colleagues. What she really hopes though is
that her angel Jinyu can see in heaven all the effort that everyone is putting forth– because health is
most important.
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Weight-Loss for
Wills of Steel
Tung Ho Steel Enterprise Corporation (Kaohsiung Plant)

B

eing fat is not an illness, but being fat can kill! Cholesterol and high blood fat in particular are
the main causes of cardiovascular disease. How can one rest easy when these invisible killers
are lurking in your body?
A few years ago, an employee at Tung Ho Steel's Kaohsiung plant nearly died from a heart
attack. Luckily, he survived, but now lives with constant therapy and stents in his heart. To the
other employees, it was like a constant reminder: Nothing is more important than health!
The incident, as well as“abnormal”numbers in employees' health examination reports,
made Plant Manager Chen sit up and take notice. By coincidence, the local health clinic contacted
the nursing department to promote a healthy workplace weight-reduction class at Tung Ho
Steel.“When Plant Manager Chen took the lead and signed up, it naturally motivated other
employees to join the ﬁght against obesity!”said Tung Ho's nursing specialist Zhou Yu-jiao.
Most people think that a“weigh-reduction class”focuses on weight and size reductions. The
real focus however is on being healthy. The most important change is your eating habits. Zhou
said that most employees wondered about the same thing: They had tried eating less before to lose
weight such as halving the amount of rice, skipping dinner or not eating at all after 5PM but the
results were limited. Sure, they lose 1 or 2 kilograms, but all they have to do is indulge themselves
a bit and all that weight came straight back.
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Here the teacher started by correcting people's misconceptions:“Changing your diet”doesn't
just mean eating less. Eating less alone won't improve health and help you lose weight if you don't
eat a balanced diet. You must know about your food's nutritional content then choose nutritious
and ﬁlling foods. This will not only help you stick to the diet but also lose weight without harming
your body.
“Does that mean you can actually lose weight without dieting or eating less?”asked one
employee dubiously.
“Of course. If you eat the right foods,
you will lose weight even if you don't eat
less!”declared the teacher. This naturally
sent ripples through the audience. Lose
weight without eating less? That's just
amazing!
From then everyone looked forward
to the weekly nutrition class. The class
started by teaching students about the
Good health
nutritional content of food, reducing salt
depends on a
and fat intake as well as eating more
healthy diet and
regular exercise.
whole grains, fresh fruits and vegetables.
The teacher also provided a set of nutritious and delicious easy healthy recipes.
One employee with cardiovascular problems followed the recipe and was surprised
to see an improvement in his chronic high blood pressure. From then on everyone joined in and
healthy diet became all the rage at the plant.
Zhou said that having a common enemy (obesity) and a common target (health)
brought everyone closer together. Now people greet each other in the plant with words of
encouragement:“Hey, eat more vegetables. Have just one bowl of soup for dessert instead of
two. Hey, you seem to be thinner now, keep it up!”When they run into each other in front of the
vending machine, employees would also remind each other:“Soda doesn't have any nutrition and
juices have too much sugar… Oh well, let's just stick to plain water.”
After a few months, the 21 employees in the weight-loss class lost a total of 33.1kg. Plant
Manager Chen alone lost 7kg, with is a staggering result. To reward employees for their effort,
Plant Manager Chen paid for professional aerobics classes at the plant out of his own pocket. Chen
hoped that a two-pronged approach through diet and exercise will make everyone understand
that“diet”and“exercise”are both equally important. All of the employees were very touched.
The success of the weight-reduction program at Tung Ho Steel is a testament to the employees'
wills of steel. Not only did they liberate themselves from obesity, they also learned about the
beneﬁts of healthy diet. This is in fact the secret to good health.
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Low-calorie
cooking is the most
popular part of the
nutrition class.
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“Non-Fattening
Dessert”and
“Slimming Meal”
China Steel Machinery Corporation

W

hy did you sign up for the weight-reduction class when you are so thin already, Hong-jue?
You have a grudge against us fatties?”The“ribbing”of his colleagues put Liu Hong-jue
in an embarrassing situation.
Appearance-wise, Liu didn't look very fat at all and he had no serious health problems. But the
numbers don't lie. He was stunned when the results of the company's health examination said that
he had high cholesterol and fatty liver. Left untreated, the problem would only get worse.
There are actually quite a number of workers like Liu Hong-jue at China Steel Machinery
Corp. (CSMC) that outwardly look healthy but have hidden health issues. According to the results
of the 2010 health examination, 134 out of 292 employees were overweight, with 14 being obese.
Almost all of these also had the“triple threat”of high blood pressure, high blood fat and high
blood sugar. While the results were a lot better than last year, there was still a lot of room for
improvement.
Employee health is a company's lifeline. For this reason, the Industrial Safety & Health
Section follows up on employee's health examination results each year by promoting ﬁtness, stress
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reduction, tobacco control and health promoting activities. Employee voting is also considered
when deciding the relative priority of health promoting activities. In 2008, for example, CSMC
organized the triple threat prevention seminar, sports & healthy living seminar and nutrition
adjustment. In 2009, it was the weight-loss program and aerobics. All of these were very popular
with employees.
CSMC organized more health promoting activities this year, including a nutrition & weightreduction class taught by Nutritionist Song from Kaohsiung Hospital's
weight-loss clinic. Liu Hong-jue felt that
a healthy diet would be a good place to
start to improve his health. He had also
heard that Song was very pretty, funny and
a great teacher so he decided to sign up for
the class.
E ve ry o n e k no w s th at a“ hea l t hy
diet”should be low in oil, salt and fat. This
is easier said than done, however. Apart
The nutrition
class combined
from a lack of determination, the average
with aerobics
produced great
person also knows little about the nutritional
results!
content of food. Great thought must therefore
be put into the design of the nutrition class.
This was why Nutritionist Song's ﬁrst lesson starts with“Know Your Food”. Even simple things
could be surprising. For example, students were amazed when Song said that puddings contained
sugar and rice is considered a carbohydrate. For most students, this was the first time that they
realized how little they knew about food. Huang Zi-xun, one of the students, said that it was Song
that taught her that there people should eat certain proportions of starch, egg, milk, fish, meat,
fruit and vegetables every day. Just eating less oily or starchy food was not enough. Liu Hong-jue
noted that Song's rice bowl technique for calculating food calories was very useful.
The nutrition & health class not only taught about food and calorie calculations, but also
dietary principles, during weight-loss, artiﬁcial sweeteners and patient meals. The most popular
lessons, however, were the“Non-fattening Dessert”and“Slimming Meal”. The low-calorie yet
ﬁlling kanten fruit jelly is a particular favorite with female students. Song's demonstration of how
to cook zero-burden meals with fresh vegetables, meat and a little seasoning wowed her audience
as well. Several months later, the students had lost a total of 40.9kg. The number of people with a
normal waistline increased from 5 to 10 as well.
Though they wished it could continue, the nutrition & health class drew to a close after several
months. The employees learned how to incorporate a balanced diet into their life and more than
80% of them felt that the class helped cultivate proper eating habits. The Industrial Safety Section
was gratiﬁed to hear that over 70% also said they would keep up the good eating habits.
Eating well is more important than eating a lot; eating right is also more important than eating
well. Food is the building block of health and CSMC employees undoubtedly learnt a valuable
lesson from this year's nutrition & weight-loss class.
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Employees
follow the
video routine
during the
daily healthy
exercise time.

Model in Fleet Health
Management
Yang Ming Marine Transport Corp.

M

ay is the time when the Tung blossoms are in bloom. On this day, a group of hikingenthusiasts traveled to the Maxi Tung Blossom Trail in Cidu, Keelung City to admire the
ﬂowers and get some exercise. As they walked along the verdant mountain trail, beautiful petals
continued to fall here and there from the Tung trees on either side. The Tung blossoms that covered
the river wove a symphony with the sunlight, creating a breathtakingly beautiful and poetic
ambience.
The hikers were employees with Yang Ming Marine (YML) in Cidu. They enjoy walking and
on weekends they always get together for group excursions. The Tung Blossom Trail is one of their
favorite destinations. Mr. Lin, a walking enthusiast, said:“Apart from the Maxi Tung Blossom
Trail, there is also the Jianzhiliao Mountain Trail, the challenging Liudu Trail and the Keelung
Riverside Trail. With the mountains and rivers all close at hand, we often get together to go for a
hike.”
“Healthy living starts with walking”is not only the best slogan for walking but also perfectly
sums up how YML encourages employees to get in the habit of exercising. YML had previously
won 2nd place in the Bureau of Health Promotion's“Let's Walk & Work!”enterprise walking
competition. The company has always been a strong promoter of walking for fitness, and the
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Chairman always leads top executives in joining walking events every year. Swipe cards are also
installed in the stairwells of the head ofﬁce to encourage employees to use the stairs since it's good
exercise and more environmentally friendly.
Walking is easy to do but it still depends on time, location and weather. Not everyone can
go walking every day. As an alternative, YML came up with a healthy exercise routine that
could achieve the same effect without spending a lot of time and money. At 3:15PM every day,
music starts playing in the ofﬁces so employees can perform the exercise routine shown on their
computer screens. For those who want to exercise some more after work, there are treadmills in the
indoor gymnasium on the 15F. They can also join the badminton, table tennis, Eurythmics, yoga or
Tai Chi clubs. After exercising, they can freshen up in the showers before leaving the ofﬁce ﬁlled
with energy. TML organizes company trips and mountain hiking excursions as well as ﬁtness, diet
and relaxation activities in the spring and autumn every year. These activities make it hard for
employees to slack off.
The variety of activities available to
the support staff on land can seem a little
overwhelming. YML doesn't neglect the
exercise needs of the ship crews either. Every
ship is equipped with basic exercise equipment
such as treadmills, stepping machines and table
tennis tables. On clear days when the seas
The gymnasium
are relatively calm, YML employees can be
on the 15F is
used by various
seen power walking or jogging on deck. A
sports clubs.
circuit of the deck might be just 400 ~ 500
meter in length but a few laps will soon burn off
calories and produce quite a sweat. If the weather is poor, employees can use the equipment in the
gym. You don't have to go the gym to exercise either. The crew cabins are spacious enough for a
few quick sit-ups and push-ups in your spare time. Scales and blood pressure meters are available
onboard and employees are required to measure their blood pressure every day and regularly
e-mail the measurements back to the head office. The data is analyzed by the health staff and
advice provided on drug usage, diet and exercise.
YML has many workers, and ship crews in particular eat, live and work together. Everyone
takes health seriously and constantly remind each other:“Gone walking today yet?”or“Have
you exercised today?”The reminders have become practically an everyday greeting.
Careful planning means that YML's sporting activities have all achieved significant success
in terms of participation and actual results. YML intends to make regular exercise a habit of all
employees. However, in this case, YML still has some room for improvement. In the future, YML
hopes to continue promoting sports activities with the ultimate goal of creating a healthy work
environment and culture.
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Climbing the hills to
see the mountains
and the sea, hear
the songs of the
birds and smell the
fragrant ﬂowers.
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Employee Health
Creates Brand Value
BENQ Corp.

E

very Tuesday and Thursday evening BenQ managers wearing cycling outﬁts can be seen at
the front of the BenQ building leading their colleagues in warm-up exercises. The group then
sets off on their bicycles to cruise popular cycling routes such as Jiannan Rd., and Zhongshe Rd.
The popularity of the night rides gradually spread through word of mouth. More people started
joining in and it also increased an interest in cycling as well.
BenQ has installed treadmills and ﬂy wheels on every ﬂoor of the BenQ building as well as a
massage and physiotherapy room. There is also a 77-ping indoor gymnasium that is the envy of
other companies. The gymnasium is frequently used to host basketball, volleyball, badminton and
table tennis competitions.
The great source of pride of BenQ is not its comprehensive hardware facilities. Instead,
it is the sporting culture that permeates the entire organization, thanks to constant promotion
and the encouragement of healthy exercise.“Exercise through life”is a feature of the BenQ
Human Resource Center's sports promotion campaign. The“BenQ Building Team Rapport
Challenge”for example is hosted in the 14-storey company building on Jihu Rd. For the
competition, teams of four raced to clock up the fastest time to the top. To practice, many
employees take the stairs instead of the elevator so they eventually got in the habit of using the
stairs. The change also helped to save energy and reduce carbon emissions.
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BenQ has also hosted other activities such as Bicycle Etude, Hualien-Taitung East Coast
Cycling Tour, Everybody Exercise, Qingquangang Endurance Race, Jiantan Mountain Hike,
Happy Mountain King, Guandu Family Tour, Double Ten Road Run, Pingxi Eco-Hike, Baishi
Lake Suspension Bridge Hike, BenQ Building Team Rapport Challenge, Lanyang Plain Easy Ride
and Dakunwei Mountain Trail. Hiking, taking in the views and admiring the ﬂowers and the birds
together not only relaxes the mind and body, but also makes employees feel part of the family.
The health activity that left the deepest impression on BenQ
employees was without doubt the
Hualien-Taitung East Coast Cycling
Tour. Over 200 employees traveled
to the Hualien-Taitung Coast with
its green coastal mountain range and
deep blue Pacific Ocean for a 4-day
cycling tour. The 250km trip not only
challenged their strength but also
honed their endurance. Joyce
Cycling team
said:
preparing for
the upcoming
“I was really worried at
challenge with a
pre-ride warm-up.
first because I only had one
practice session and had caught
a cold. But my buddies' encouragement along the way allowed me to correct my riding posture.
Somehow, as I rode along, all the pain in my legs and back just disappeared! By the last day, I
didn't fear the slopes at all. I was certain that I could climb the slopes of Luye Terrace and Hongye
Elementary School because I had become stronger!”
The trip was ﬁlled with sun, rain, sweat and laughter. The close companionship and support
along the way not only showed everyone the benefits of exercise but also helped build up the
rapport between them. Elley Huang said:
“The ride proved one thing: If you believe in yourself, then you can achieve amazing things!
Joyce for example had a high fever and running noise throughout the trip. By the end though
the cold was gone! Ivy had only practiced once for departure but by cheering each other on, she
managed to make it to the ﬁnish line… I think they not only fulﬁlled their dream but inspired their
buddies as well!”
The well-equipped fitness room, the fun of the night rides, the joy of hiking... All of these
wonderful experiences gradually became a part of every person's psyche. The example set by
the managers as well as the detailed planning of the Human Resources Center were what spread
the sporting culture throughout the entire organization. BenQ's attention to employee health is a
perfect demonstration of the company's human-centric corporate culture. At BenQ, they believe
that being sound in health and body is essential to unleashing creativity and potential.
Health is therefore a keystone in value creation and sustainable development for a brand
enterprise.
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Exercise High
ASUSTeK Computer Inc.

I

t's been two weeks since I exercised. The mood struck me today so I came to the“Leisure
Center”for a work-out. Tonight I started out with a run as usual. I then played around with the
ﬁtness equipment before unwinding in the spa… I must say, the Leisure Center is the best possible
gift that ASUS can give to its employees!”wrote ASU engineer A-bing on his blog.
The“Leisure Center”that A-bing mentioned is the fantasy castle that ASUS built several
years ago. Costing several hundred million dollars, the center combines work, leisure, sports
and dining for the employees at the ASUS head office in Beitou. The general exercise area, in
particular, not only features a two-storey high indoor gymnasium, but also a gym with more
than twenty types of ﬁtness equipment. Other facilities include an aerobics room and children's
playground. The wet and dry saunas are on the 5F, while the 6F has a standard swimming pool
and spa area. On weekends, employees can bring their families as well. The luxurious“Leisure
Center”is such a wonderful perk that people often joke about it being the reason they signed up to
work for ASUS in the ﬁrst place.
The“Leisure Center”was conceived by ASUS Chariman Jonney Shih as a way for
employees to“relax and unwind”so they could enjoy their work. Just as he planned, a visit
to the“Leisure Center”outside of office hours reveals the casual side of hardworking ASUS
employees. The 5-star leisure center has now become a key selling point in the company's
recruitment drives as well.
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ASUS is very much into sports because its founder and top executives all love sport, too. Some
enjoy swimming, some practice Qigong, and they also encourage employees to set up all kinds of
sports clubs including swimming, badminton, ten-pin bowling, basketball, volleyball, table tennis,
yoga, dance and qigong. Some of the club members are so good that they would give professional
athletes a run for their money. Employees don't have to worry about being accused of“slacking
off”if they go to the Leisure Center for a work-out. Rank is also left at the door here as everyone
from engineers to top executives can play to see who's the best. Every day before and after work
many ASU employees can be found here
wearing sports outﬁts instead of suits as they
have fun on the ball court.
Even if they are too busy to go for a
work-out there are still other options. The
Medical Ofﬁce and ASU engineers came up
with an office exercise reminder software.
Simply download and install the software
on your computer and a pop-up window
will appear at 3:30PM every day. Now just
follow the video to perform 5 minutes of
Swimming Club
healthy exercises to loosen tense muscles
members work
out and build
and improve muscle circulation and
friendships with
each other at the
metabolism. The exercises are designed
Leisure Center.
to help prevent and treat neck and lower
back pain.
ASUS also encourages employees to use the stairs to keep ﬁt. Company stair-climbing events
have been organized since 2006. ASUS has installed a swipe-card system on every floor in the
stairwell. The swipe-card system is linked to a computer, so if you swipe when you start climbing
and swipe again when you reach your destination ﬂoor, the system automatically records a score.
You can check what your stair-climbing score is through the corporate website. Those that meet
the criteria can also go into the prize draw. Right now around one in four employees use the stairs
instead of the elevators when going upstairs. Cindy's ofﬁce is on the 13F. Every day she and her
colleagues go climb the stairs after lunch and dinner. She thinks it's a good idea because the stairs
can sometimes be faster and also offers exercise beneﬁts as well.
Thanks to the Leisure Center, instead of“geeking out”in front of their computers, employees
can now build up friendships with each other through unexpected encounters at the sports center
or competing against each other on the ball courts. Today, many employees go cycling or walking
after work, or go mountain climbing together on the weekend. Not only has everyone become
healthier, many employees have ﬁnally managed to shed their excess weight, too. One engineer for
example got in the habit of exercising regularly and eventually managed to lose 20kg.
Hopefully, the future health results of ASUS employees will be even better than the product
sales.
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SOGO
Wind
Riders on
tour.

Health is Your Ace
in Life

Paciﬁc SOGO Department Store
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T

ake a walk through the mountain green”,“Explore the ancient walking trails”,“Enjoy the
mountain views along quiet paths”– these poetic phrases are not slogans or advertising copy
– they describe the content of the health management classes at the Paciﬁc SoGo department store.
The Japanese companies' typical attention to detail means that even internal health activities for
employees are carefully planned with stylish themes.
Department stores are very physically and mentally demanding for both retail and support
staff. Back pain and varicose veins are par for the course. As department stores are open all year
round with the busiest times being after business hours, weekends and holidays, the most must be
made of rare breaks if you want to exercise or stretch your legs.
“Department store workers are very busy so it's hard for colleagues to spare the time for
exercise. That's why we began promoting the“Health Management Class”three years ago
to offer a variety of health promoting activities. Through outdoor activities such as mountain
climbing, hiking and cycling as well as indoor classes such as healthy diet and aromatherapy, we
encourage our colleagues to take part in healthy activities in their spare time to stretch their legs
and cultivate their minds. In this way, positive energy can be channeled into their lives.”Said Lin
Yi-ping, the Human Resources Manager.
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The nature of their workplace means SOGO organizes various healthy outdoor activities to
improve ﬁtness and reduce stress. The outdoor activities change with the seasons as well. During
the cool spring weather it's the hiking trails of Shitou Mountain. There among the ﬂower and wild
squirrels employees can bask in the phytoncides. During the hot summer, it's time to hide out in
the ﬁtness center. Here the gym and swimming pool means they can chill out for the day away
from the scorching sun. It's worth noting that outdoor exercise is incorporated into even company
holidays. Domestic trips to Xitou and the Hualien Shakadang Trail or traveling overseas to climb
Huangshan or the stairs of Angkor Wat
all show how SOGO strives to“exercise
through travel”.
The success of any initiative depends
on the support of company management.
Chairman Huang Chin-wen once spoke
about her ideas on health during an
interview. Chairman Huang had survived
a car accident many years ago but she
continued to suffer from the effects.
Fortunately, gentle exercise such as
hiking brought her closer to nature. It
not only helped her unwind but also gave her a new
appreciation of life. In her opinion, people who don't
exercise regularly tend to be short-tempered and lack
concentration. They will also get tired easily and lack
the endurance to cope with stress for extended periods of
time so they have trouble doing things well. This is
why exercise should not be an afterthought in
Exercise and
life but an ace up your sleeve!
cleaning the
shore are both
Strong company support and a wellhealthy and
environmentally
defined policy naturally make employees
friendly.
more interested in exercise. A few years ago, a
group of cycling enthusiasts at SOGO formed
the“SOGO Wind Rider”team. Team members used their own bicycles, gloves and water bottles
to go on numerous healthy cycling tours. The team also carried out clean-up efforts along the Bali
shoreline so they not only stayed ﬁt but also demonstrated their environmental concern. The team
says:“If you want to stay healthy you must act; if you want to be happy you must relax; if you
want a comfortable home you must protect the land; to experience the warmth of SOGO people,
join the SOGO Wind Rider riding team!”
They will undoubtedly grow even stronger in the future.
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Youth in the
cheerleading
competition and
everyone dancing
for health.

Doing Our Part for
the Planet

Taipower Taipei North Branch

A

pril is when the flowers are still in bloom and the seawater is still building up to more
pleasant temperatures. Early one morning while the beach was still empty save for the sound
of the waves, a group of beach clean-up volunteers in pink vests arrived to begin handing out
brooms and opening up garbage bags.
The volunteers might look like just good Samaritans but they are in fact Taipower
workers from the Taipei Northern Branch. Apart from mountain climbing and hiking, the
branch's“Volunteer Service Team”also takes part in environmental protection efforts as well.
Today, their mission brought them to Cianshui Bay on Taipei's outskirts. Everyone put on cotton
gloves then took long clamps in their right hand and a garbage bag in their left hand. With their
hats on their heads and thick-soled shoes, they began their“fitness”and“environmental
protection”workout. Ms. Chen, one of the volunteers, said:
“We bend down to pick up the polystyrene, bottle caps, burger wrappings and drinking cups
then look up to enjoy the beach view. So, we are being green and getting our exercise as well. The
views are also very spectacular so we are killing several birds with one stone!”
Taipower's Taipei Northern Branch often organizes health activities to encourage employees
to venture outdoors and to support the national initiative on exercise. As most of the branch
employees are middle- or elderly-aged so they are at risk of multiple illness, the ofﬁce is provided
with an automatic blood pressure meter. Employees are encouraged to check themselves regularly
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and get in the habit of self-health management. Meals served by the cafeteria are also low in
salt, oil and calories to help with employee health. Managers also strongly support employee
participation in sports activities as well. The branch has been so successful in health promotion
that it received the“Health Excellence Award”from the Taipei City Government as well as the
national healthy workplace“Energy Award”.
Department Chief Xu Jin-quan said that Taipei Northern Branch's urban location means space
is limited. Nevertheless, a table tennis room, tennis court and basketball court is provided to
encourage employees to take up healthy leisure activities. What's worth mentioning is that the free
outdoor employee's parking lot transforms into a basketball court after work to make the best use
of the limited activity space. Every evening the basketball-lovers among them can be seen shooting
hoops and playing their hearts out.
The branch has very active sports clubs and frequently organizes travel activities as well. Tai
Chi, softball, table tennis, yoga, sports carnivals, mountain climbing, and hiking – the branch
has them all. Inter-section badminton, basketball, table tennis and tennis competitions; interdepartment invitational games as well as family sports carnivals are also organized quite often.
The family carnivals not only include gymnastics and speed walking but are also livened up with
fun games and cheerleading competitions. Employees also frequently take
part in sports competitions organized by nearby agencies and communities.
Beach clean-up and
For example, the Taipei Northern Branch recently
exercising at the
same time are both
delivered an astounding performance at the
environmentally
friendly and healthy.
Shilin District Games. Onlookers were amazed
to see that Taipower were not only experts
in“electricity”but also quite good at sports as
well!
The most creative aspect of Taipei Northern
Branch's sports activities is its integration with
environmental volunteering. Apart from the
Cianshui Bay beach clean-up in April, they also
organize mountain clean-ups and community
park maintenance. Every weekend, the
employees can be found out in their pink vests protecting the environment
and exercising at the same time. New faces join the effort each time as well. Many employees who
took part in these activities said that their participation made them think about changing their own
habits to reduce the amount of garbage. Since exercising and protecting the environment is good
for both health and the planet, why not join in?
Improving employee health is the quickest way to filling the workplace with energy.
Taipower's Taipei Northern Branch not only encourages employees to exercise for health but also
uses volunteering to support environmental protection. Employees can therefore help clean up the
world even as they work up a sweat.
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Elementary
Exercises After Work
TECO Corp. Hukou Plant

L

in didn't really want to go when he joined the plant's exercise class for the ﬁrst time. He was
already overwhelmed with work during the day and all he wanted to do after work was go
home and rest. Having to spend another 30 minutes exercising would be torture.
After a few months though, he discovered that he felt more energetic and he had lost weight as
well. To his surprise, just 30 minutes of exercise every day produced many beneﬁts.
The safety & environment ofﬁce at TECO's Hukou Plant often organizes softball, badminton
and dance classes to promote employee health. While they hoped to help employees unwind and
get fit through exercise, the results were always limited. Other employees said that they were
already tired from work at the end of the day so why should they play sports or go dancing?
Playing sports would take at least 1 hour as well – who had the time to spare?
One day, during a“Healthy New Lifestyle”seminar organized by the safety & environment
office, the instructor demonstrated a simple and easy-to-learn elementary exercise routine. All
of the employees felt that the exercise was very useful. Some suggested holding regular exercise
classes in the plant as this would encourage everyone to get in the habit of exercising.
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The idea soon gained traction. With the support of the employee welfare committee,
preparations were made, and the“Employee Exercise 333 – Elementary Exercise”was launched.
A 30-minute exercise class would now be held after work.
Employees at the Hukou plant were beginning to enter middle-age and most of them were
aged between 40 and 50. Though these employees were all in their prime and looked quite strong
and healthy, all of them had problems like overweight, high blood pressure and headaches.
None of these were really serious problems, but they did increase the risk. An analysis of health
examination results by the safety & environment section showed that 48% of employees had high
blood fat, while 37% had urine problems.
The goal of“Employee Exercise 333”was to have employees exercise 3 times a week, 30
minutes each time and push their heart rate up to 130. Even well-intentioned programs can run into
bottlenecks at the start. For example, some employees didn't want to take part because they didn't
exercise anyway. Others thought that simple exercises couldn't possibly make a difference and so
they showed little interest. There were also those who said they needed to rush for the 5PM shuttle
bus home. All sorts of reasons (or excuses) meant attendance was always less than ideal.
The safety & health section and welfare committee didn't give up though. Both continued
to promote the importance of exercising through personal contact and official channels. Their
enthusiasm eventually convinced the plant manager. One day, the plant manager appeared at the
elementary exercise class after work and said:“This elementary exercise thing looks interesting.
I hope I am not too late to learn.”He also said to passing employees on the way to door:“Come
and join in if you have time. It will be good for your health.”
Eventually, everyone realized that the plant manager was serious about this. On the second
day he brought a group of managers on his own initiative and the class soon became a lot more
exciting. With the plant manager setting an enthusiastic example, more employees soon followed
suit. Many colleagues that used to take the 5PM shuttle bus home also decided to delay the bus
departure time so they can join in the work out and get their health back.
From then on, the entire Hukou Plant went“on the move”. With the support of the plant
manager, softball, badminton and dance classes were also organized to offer employees more
options. All the people exercising after work soon became a unique sight at the plant.“Exercising
not only improves fitness but also your spirits,”said Lin. I suspect that he is not alone in his
experience. All of his colleagues at TECO's Hukou Plant probably feel the same way.
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The health
management
system allows data
to be recorded at
any time.

Get Moving for SelfHealth Management
The Industrial Safety and Health Association of The R.O.C.

T

he Industrial Safety and Health Association (ISHA) is a public welfare organization that
celebrated its 50th birthday in 2010. Over the past five decades, the ISHA has brought
together industrial safety & health specialists from the government, employers, workers and
universities. Guided by the core values of“Respect for life and a human-centric approach”,
the ISHA has striven to raise the standard of industrial safety & health management in Taiwan,
improve safety & health awareness among the general public, promote safety & health awareness,
and provide consultation services.
As a professional safety & health promotion, ISHA employees naturally know more about
accident prevention in the workplace than the average layman. They are, however, as prone to
overlooking health issues as other office workers. The results from employee health checkups
showed that most people suffered from high blood pressure, high blood sugar and high blood fat.
These problems are usually related to being overweight. Helping everyone lose weight in a healthy
manner has become an important and urgent issue.
“We experienced the exact same problems as other small workplaces in promoting healthy
weight-loss. With 100 employees spread throughout 14 cities and counties in Taiwan, we couldn't
assign someone full-time to health promotion and weight management. Our local offices didn't
have the space for people to exercise or the budget to organize related activities either. These
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situations made encouraging people in the
ISHA to exercise a big problem,”said Huang
Yi-xiao, the deputy secretary general of the
ISHA.
How can you promote sports if you don't
have the money, people or space? Huang
and the others came up with many ideas but
ran into the problem of no funding or venue.
Rather than give up, they chose to do what
they could with what they had.
Signs put up
Eventually the ISHA, by chance,
in the ofﬁce
stairwell to
came across a tech product that was under
encourage
walking.
development. The pedometer, blood pressure
meter and weight scale is connected to the
computer to record the walking date, duration and distance as well as changes in blood pressure
and weight. The simple design was well-suited to busy office workers. After weighing up
the budget requirements, convenience and health beneﬁts, the ISHA decided to purchase this
product to help employees manage their own health.
“The response from our colleagues completely exceeded our expectations! People wanted
to exercise, they just didn't have the right incentive,”said Huang. The health management
product could do more than just record individual exercise and health data. The administration
department could also use the back-end management system to automatically record, transmit
and manage each employee's health data. If someone started having blood pressure or weight
problems, timely reminders or assistance could be provided. If someone's health improves
dramatically as a result, the ISHA offers prizes as a reward as well. Once the system was
installed the number of employees that chose to take the stairs instead of the elevator increased
signiﬁcantly. More people started jogging or walking on weekends as well. These changes took
the management by surprise.
The ISHA's show of commitment to employee health by introducing the health management
system is very inspiring. What is even more impressive is their decision to move the health
management system from the ISHA office to the building management office. In the spirit
of“promoting safety & health”, this move by the ISHA made the system available to all
the other tenants in the building so they could manage their own health as well. For the other
companies, the generosity of the ISHA came as a pleasant surprise.
Diet and exercise are the cornerstones of good health. Using a computer system allows
weight and cardiovascular functions to be controlled through exactly the right amount of
exercise. It has also provided everyone with instant feedback on their health. Despite limited
resources, the ISHA installed a computer system to encourage and monitor their employees'
physical health and exercise activities. The commitment shown by the ISHA is something that
we should all applaud.
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The sports
carnival including
the cheerleading
performance is
one of Rexchip's
annual highlights.

Running the 3K
Challenge for Health
Rexchip Electronics Corp.

T

he 3000-meter run in Rexchip's annual sports carnival is one of the highlights of the day.
Though it's the end of March already, the weather in central Taiwan remained quite chilly.
Out on the wide-open athletics ﬁeld over a hundred employees in T-shirts and shorts were primed
and ready to go. At the sound of the starter gun, every one of them“ran like the wind”...
3000 meters is not really that long. Still, for office workers who don't get much exercise,
making it to the ﬁnish line is no easy feat. Surprisingly, the employees in the run seemed to have
come prepared. Most of them ﬁnished the run in a little over ten minutes. The results rivaled that
of the armed forces and turned the tech industry's reputation for being“full of nerds”on its head.
The fitness of Rexchip employees is legendary in the electronics industry. The reason is
Rexchip President Stephen Chen – he had played rugby for his school team.
After twenty years in the DRAM industry and climbing all the way to the president, Chen often
says that the ﬁghting spirit and determination forged from playing rugby at university was what
kept him going in such a competitive industry. Chen knows just how beneﬁcial exercise is so he
spares no effort when it comes to promoting sporting activities at Rexchip as well. Employees are
encouraged to organize table tennis, badminton, basketball, softball and cycling clubs to provide
everyone with opportunities to exercise and socialize after work and on weekends.
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Still, inertia is hard to overcome. Getting in the habit of exercising requires external motivation
and support. That's why Chen decided to promote running throughout the company. He also led by
example and would go for a few dozen laps around the plant and work up a good sweat in his spare
moments. In the evening, employees can also ﬁnd their president ﬂying around the track as they
leave work.
Chen goes to all this effort because
of his employees. About two to three
Rexchip President
Stephen Chen leads
years ago, he was stunned when he
the way for the
3000-meter race.
received the report from the employees'
annual health checkup. Fifty percent
had one problem or another and most
were related to chronic diseases such
as obesity and metabolic syndrome.
A survey also found that an extremely
high proportion of employees didn't
bother exercising at all. To Chen, this
meant that alarms were ringing for
everyone's health and he decided to
become aggressive about promoting
exercise.
In 2010, Rexchip set up the“Health Promotion Committee”with Chen as the chairman
and the Risk Management Section was given the task of activity planning. Seminars and
sports activities were organized to teach employees about exercise and healthy living. Chen
also emphasized that there would be absolutely no negative“consequences”to performance
evaluations from participating in these activities. If an employee wants to go for a run around
the plant and get in some exercise before they go home, they can clock off at 4:30PM without
being written up for leaving early. At ﬁrst, many people thought that the president was just going
through the motions. To their surprise, their president led by example and started running at
4:30PM. Nowadays, many employees can be found running laps around the plant at 4:30PM in the
afternoon every day. The sight leaves quite a deep impression.
After a year, up to 88.77% of Rexchip employees now exercised regularly. The results from
last year's health examination also showed a clear drop in obesity-related numbers. Chen is all
smiles when it comes to the tremendous improvements in employee health. Chen said:
“You need to be ﬁt to succeed. I hope our employees will run regularly for health and exercise
regularly to develop a sound mind and body.”
A new whistle blow announces the start of another long-distance race. Amidst the cheering
from the crowd, the runners start pulling away and make great strides in their health with every
step.
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The popular
exercise class
helped many
employees lose
weight.
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Exercise is the Best
Medicine
Siward Crystal Technology Co., Ltd.

J

ust how much is 20 kilograms of meat? If 20 kilograms is how much weight over 50 employees
at Siward Crystal Technology lost within 2 months, does it suddenly seem like a lot to you?
Yang Jun-hui is one of the employees that“contributed”to the 20 kilogram total. Despite his
youth, he was overweight, didn't eat regular meals and didn't exercise regularly either. His annual
physicals were always ﬁlled with“red ﬂags”. Yang knew this was bad for him and wanted to
change but he continued to procrastinate. His health just kept getting worse.
Last year, Siward introduced its health promoting program and organized a series of sports
activities. Yang ﬁnally had no more excuses and decided to turn his health around!
Siward had won the“Energy”award for a healthy workplace in 2010 and has always taken
employee health seriously. Two years ago, the results of employee health examinations showed
that 45.70% had cholesterol ratios and 65.23% had body fat ratios in the“obese”range. The
staggering results showed that employees needed to do more than just adjust their diet. They also
needed to actively exercise to turn crisis into opportunity.
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The company decided to launch a program to fight obesity. A professional instructor was
hired to lead employees in a 60-minute exercise routine once every week and employees were
encouraged to set up sports clubs. The company also organized mountain climbing, hiking and
badminton competitions. Employees that took part in sports clubs or fitness exercises had their
attendance recorded as well to provide a reference for improvements. All effort was made to
cultivate good exercise habits in employees so they could say“bye”to obesity.
Strangely enough, despite all
the effort that went into planning
the various activities, participation
r e m a i n e d l o w. F o r e x a m p l e ,
attendance at the exercise class led
by Song Shu-zhen, the national
fitness instructor from the Sports
Affairs Council, remained flat
at around 30 people and fell
far below the company's
expectations. The
Employees are
enthusiastic about
organizers ran an informal
the company's
outdoor activities.
survey and discovered
that“location”was a
critical factor. Many people
said that the cafeteria was too far away, and after a while, they just couldn't be bothered making the
effort to go to the exercise class.
Having identiﬁed the problem, the exercise class was moved from the cafeteria to the main
lobby in week 2. As employees ﬁnished the day, they could see Song's energetic teaching style as
well as the practical exercise routine designed for occupational problems from improper sitting
posture, extended computer use and lifting heavy objects. Another twenty people soon joined
up and in just 2 months, the students lost a total of 20.5 kilograms! As the weekly exercise class
in the main lobby was in an eye-catching location, other companies near Siward took notice as
well and expressed their interest in organizing joint health promoting activities. This provided an
unexpected beneﬁt.
Yang said that in addition to the weekly exercise class, he also practiced at home with the
exercise CD the instructor handed out. Combined with eating five fruits and vegetables every
day on the advice of his nutritionist, he lost 8 kilograms in less than a year. Most importantly, his
health results all returned to normal this year and he feels far more alive now. Yang said:
“I really appreciate the way that the company looks after the employees. With just the
company's resources, I became healthier and more energetic.... I am really fortunate to work here!”
It's 5PM and time to finish work. Siward employees begin arriving at the lobby to join the
exercise class. These employees don't bother with special diets or taking weight-loss drugs. They
know that exercise is the best medicine!
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Sporting fans among
the employees
registered for the
dragon boat-rowing
competition held
during the Dragon
boat Festival.
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Leaving the Gas
Cylinders Behind
Automotive Research & Testing Center

W

hat does it feel like lugging two gas cylinders around every day?“It's really exhausting.
Even a short walk puts me completely out of breath. Exercise? Forget it.”Said Wu.
Wu is just 30 years old and 174cm tall, but his weight ballooned to 110 kilograms at one stage.
He often joked about“humping two gas cylinders around every day”. Still, obesity was no
joking matter, and it had begun sapping away at his self-conﬁdence. Wu had thought about losing
weight but he never got around to putting words into action.
This finally changed when he joined the Automotive Research & Testing Center (ARTC)
where there is a strong emphasis on employees' exercise results.
The ARTC sets aside a generous budget each year for employee health management. A
particular emphasis was placed on employees' exercise habits. The company has a beautiful, fullyequipped gym as well as basketball, softball, badminton, cycling and swimming clubs. Different
health promoting activities are also organized every year based on the results of employees'
physicals. The“Weight-Loss Class”was held in 2007, the“Fat Reduction and Liver Protection
Campaign”in 2008,“Compete for Health”in 2009 and the“Health Express Trilogy”in 2010.
All of these activities were well-received by employees.
Looking back now on the health promoting activities from past years, Nurse Chu Fu-qi in the
Safety & Health Ofﬁce said:“In the beginning it was management support. Eventually employees
started asking for us to organize related activities. Things have really changed!”
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How did they change from a“top-down”approach to a“bottomup”grassroots movement? The answer is in the promotion techniques.
The aerobics
class was one
The current campaign at the ARTC
of the ways that
Wu used to lose
is“Walking for Happiness and Health”.
weight.
Chu knows that“laziness”is exercise's
biggest enemy, while“reward”is the
best weapon. The decision was therefore
made to provide every student with a
pedometer. Every time they walk 10,000
steps employees can go and register
at the Safety & Health Office. A small
reward was given each month to the top
10 students. Those that walk more than
120,000 steps and place in the top three at the end of the campaign will also receive a big prize.
The carrot proved effective. The campaign had expected 50 people but ended up attracting 64.
When the campaign ended, they also wanted to keep going and asked for more sessions to be
held. Chu was very gratiﬁed by the enthusiastic response.
The success of the campaign was the result of careful planning by Chu. She said that the
success of activities like“Walking for Health and Happiness”among her colleagues depended
on making good use of available resources. Her secrets include:
People – Try and secure management support. The support of low-level supervisors are
particularly important;
Events – Go with the ﬂow and combine employee needs with health promoting exercises;
Time – Host the activity outside of ofﬁce hours (lunch or after work);
Location – The activities must be where employees pass through often;
Objects – Use quick and effective promotional materials such as pamphlets, booklets, posters
and banners. It's also a good idea to collaborate with existing sports clubs.
Thanks to her dedication, enthusiastic employee participation produced health improvements
that everyone can see. With Wu for example, he lost his“two gas cylinders”just few months
after enrolling in the power walking and other health promoting activities. His body weight
has now dropped to 85kg. Other colleagues signiﬁcantly improved their ﬁtness results as well.
Flexibility showed the most improvement, with 39.12%, followed by muscle endurance at
23.46%. Cardiovascular function improved by 7.81% giving a total average improvement of
23%.
When Wu thinks about his old“heavy”self, Wu is really thankful to his colleagues in the
Safety & Health Ofﬁce for their support and encouragement. Wu said:“Health means you can
live a happier life. You just need to change your thinking and habits… I am willing to share my
own personal experience with everyone as a form of encouragement!”
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